
Shannon Swimming & Leisure Centre 

Booking/Using Astro Turf procedure 

Booking confirmed over the phone/email or online (when set up) 

If Club: Summary of clubs COVID-19 response plan to be sent to General Manger before using facilities 

karl@shannonleisurecentre.ie 

Club to look after declaration forms (spot checks may be carried out) 

Drop and go by parents on the road by the corner of the playground 

• Member of coaching staff to be present at this location to ensure all kids move down to holding 

area 

Players wait in holding area outside playground (away from gate) to give room for team exiting the 

gate/astro 

Changing rooms are temporarily out of service due to covid-19 restrictions 

Only one person enters the building to check the team/group in 

Sanitize hands on entering the building 

Pay for session at the start  

Lead player goes through to astro area via changing room corridor and lets the team in by the side gate 

Close the gate when all players are inside to prevent others entering without authorization 

Enter/exit Astro via correct gate. Do not cross over pitches to get to your pitch 

This will be opened by a member of staff prior 

Sanitize your hands-on exit/entry of astro pitch 

5 a side goals will be in each pitch. It is preferred that the same set up is kept. On advice from our 

insurance company if you need goals moved please discuss on booking so we can have a member of 

staff scheduled to move them.  

Sessions are all 55minutes to allow 5 minutes for teams to exit before next team is let in. We would 

appreciate your full cooperation in sticking to the times.  

Usual rules apply within 

Follow current government guidelines whilst using the facilities  

Use toilet in café 

mailto:karl@shannonleisurecentre.ie


Follow one-way system through changing room corridor door to toilets (do not use changing room 

toilets) 

One person at a time to use the toilet.  

 


